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(Play opens at entrance to Labasa Diabetes Hub corridor. Nurse walks in with medicine trolley, 

posters are already hung up, and is joined by DD who is wheeled into the area by a relative. DD 

nods off once in place, but wakes with a start as narration starts, and when rugby player comes in.  

 

Narrator/Nurse 

Ni Sa Bula! Namaste! Salam Wale Kum! Good Morning. A warm welcome to the Diabetes Hub of 

the Labasa Hospital. This morning we are going to perform a drama…jano ki ek chota natak…na 

vakatasosua lailai … about what happens to our patients when they make different choices in 

controlling your diabetes.  

 

    NURSE/Narrator: 

 

I have two people I want you to meet. Humaar (my) patients who came to the clinic about five 

years ago, just like you are doing now.  Once, they sat where you are sitting now; they looked a lot 

like you do. In five years, each one made different choices. Dekho kaise uske choice uske jindagi 

per asar karis. Raica mada. (Points at DD and then gestures at audience.) (See how their choices 

led to different fates for these two patients) 

 

 

 (Enter RUGBY PLAYER PLAYER bouncing in, energetic) 

 

    RUGBY PLAYER PLAYER: 

 

Go Fiji Go!. Come on Go Fiji Go. Go Roy Go. Go Labasa Go. Go Roy Go. Join 

me…altogether…1…2…3…Go Fiji Go. Go Roy Go. Go Labasa Go. Go Roy Go  

 

C’mon everyone join me and clap your hands. 1….2…3…okay….one more time…dua 

tale….1…2…3…3…2…1…1…2…3….vinaka…. vinaka vakalevu. 

 

Oh! That feels good!. Kaise Laage! Bahut Julum – Na. (How does it feel – good!) Exercise makes 

you healthy…and happy. So do the Bula 5.30 and join our Rugby Player and soccer heroes.  

 

     

    NURSE: 

This man …he was sick like you are. Now he is much better…sa yawa…na…acha hai… (very 

good) because he made good choices.  Look, you can see the difference. 

 

But there was another man who came, too. The choices he made were not as good. 

 

 (Enter DD in wheel chair, with sunglasses, walking stick to indicate near blindness) 

 

    DISABLED DIABETIC: 

   (Begging) 

Allah Ke Naam Pe De De Bhaiya! Are Baini thoda paisa do. (Asking for alms…in the name of 
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god. Give me some money – sister) Spare change mangta bus fare nahi hai. Sa Lega Sara…(I need 

your loose change to pay the bus fare. I am in dire straits) I want to go home but no money. I need 

help, too: Will someone take me to the bus station and carry me onto the bus? 

Please…someone….kerekere…(please) 

 

    NURSE: 

This man made very different decisions. For example, when it was time to eat, both of these men 

liked fish! 

 

    RUGBY PLAYER PLAYER: 

 

(To audience) How many of you like fish? Why type? (Plays a little with audience…interaction 

with names of fish and fish dishes….lolo/fried/curried/sweet and sour)  

 

I used to like to ride out on the boat and catch my very own sabutu and kawakawa…and boil it with 

some fresh bele and eat with cassava or dalo. Just like my tata/ are konchi bole bapaa and bubu 

tagane ha jaise ki aaja did. (Father and grandfather) 

 

Nurse 

Then what happened? 

 

Are Tum Jaano (As you know) then, everyone wanted a short cut…Canned fish, and I didn’t have 

to catch it or anything! So I ate that for a while. When they told me about the disease – why fresh 

fish is better than canned fish with too much salt and bad oils - I went back to catching the fish 

myself.  It takes a lot longer to catch it and prepare it. Some I can also sell. I am happier fishing… 

sometimes I feel my ancestors…na tamata gaga…(The solid ancestors) beside me preparing the 

fish the way they used to. 

 

    DISABLED DIABETIC: 

 

Are…look at me how can I fish…Kaise Saako…(How can I?) so I just eat tin fish. (SINGS THE 

ADVERTISEMENT – Reshma Tin Fish – Fijian version) The song sounds so good; the fish must 

be good as well—right? 

 

    NURSE: 

 

Tin fish is not good for you! Just like other fast food, fried food, salty and sugary food. If you eat 

like your ancestors did, you will be healthier. And once you get your taste of healthy food 

back…then you will find it is a lot tastier. 

     

DISABLED DIABETIC: 

 

Oi Lei Nasi…Kai Maango Kaam Badaao…( Oh come now nurse…why do you want to 

complicate things) Keep it simple and instant… like Maagi Maagi Cook So Good…Oh Oh you 

know this one…Chow Noodles…Hungry Yaar!. (To audience) Bahut Julum…(Very Good) Only 
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2 minutes and you are done! 

    RUGBY PLAYER PLAYER  

 

Sobo….don’t be lazy. I make soup with leafy green vegetables! And you know you don’t have to 

cook for hours…just boil some water, put lemon, ginger, garlic, onion maybe some dhania…small 

piece of fish or lean meat…once meat is done…turn off the heat then put the green 

vegetables…and don’t put any salt…try it…sa marau vinaka. (It tastes good) 

 

 

    NURSE: 

   (To audience) 

Which man is making the right choice about what to eat? The one who listens to the …sings 

reshma/maagi/chow songs…or the one who takes the time to prepare the food properly? 

 

 (Gets answer) 

 

    NURSE: 

 (To audience) 

What are some other bad choices for food? Why?  

  (Bring out chart of good and bad food choices.) 

 

(Interaction with audience through food chart. Nurse to show and tell through the chart good food 

choices and to ask for local or seasonal examples of good versus bad choices of processed food.) 

 

    DISABLED DIABETIC: 

  (Suddenly) 

Are…Ha Nasi Bahut Julum. (Yes, nurse, very good) Lekin now it is “lose” time… (takes out a 

plastic bottle of “pre-mixed kava) see new kind of “Lose” (shakes bottle) this one instant 

yaqona…baby mix market se laao. (small pre-mixed bottle of kava from the market) Too much 

talk of healthy things…kava too healthy…you know it makes you feel good. Whatever makes you 

feel good must be good for you.  

 

Mai gunu mada. (Come and drink) (Shakes bottle and unscrews bottle top.) 

 

    RUGBY PLAYER: 

 

Hey you wawa mada…thoda wait karo! (Wait a moment.) You know our ancestors didn’t drink 

grog just because it was the afternoon! Or whenever they wanted to. There was a reason and time 

to drink. Not like now, day and night, at work and at home. Dekho kaise kani kani likla hai! (Look 

at how scaly his skin has become.) 

 

DISABLED DIABETIC: 

Are boss, Yaqona, thing good for you. Me, I drink whenever I feel like it. It make me nice and 

relaxed. All tension gone. Aao…aao…gunu….(Come and drink) (claps hands and begins to shake 

bottle again.) 
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    RUGBY PLAYER: 

 

You just scared of doing the right thing. Do not abuse yaqona, it is part of our tradition and culture. 

Not a past time. Look at me…in order to win at rugby, and to control my diabetes, I stopped 

drinking kava at odd times. I put the kava away. Instead, I learned to exercise! Here, give me the 

bottle. This is hospital…you can’t drink yaqona here…it is the law. Yeha lao…(takes bottle from 

reluctant DD, who sulks as RP, puts the bottle away, and instead gives him a bottle of clean, 

boiled water.) (Indicated by label on bottle) 

 

    NURSE: 

 

Yes, drink some clean boiled water instead. You know water relaxes you and keeps your healthy. 

Water and exercise are very very important! C’mon rugby player, tell us some of the ways in 

which we can exercise every day? 

RUGBY PLAYER: 

Yes, you don’t need a gym or rugby team or fancy equipment. You can lift bottles of water. Do 

easy stretches…jaise school me P.E me sikhais raha. (Just like you were taught in physical 

education classes in school)  

 

(Address audience, can walk into the group and talks to them at close range.) 

 

When you get older do gentle exercise for longer. Walk to shops or to visit friends. Don’t jump into 

a taxi or bus all the time. Make a group and do some exercise. Laugh and have fun when you 

exercise.  

 

You know this person here, used to be better than me in sports when we were at school.  

 

 

DISABLED DIABETIC: 

Isa…back in the days eh at All Saints, na. I used to be a good runner – won in house meet then zone 

and Fiji Finals. Are, I remember my picture was in the Fiji Times. (Ponders over this as RP 

consoles) Now, I can just sit and watch. Konchi Kari ab hum. (What can I do now!) It is all 

finished. 

 

    RUGBY PLAYER: 

No…No…you can also exercise…only you do it slowly but make sure…every day. You will feel 

better. It is important if you are diabetic and lose a leg or limb to continue to be mobile. Make sure 

your body gets stretched and strengthened. (RP stretches and limbers up through dialogue) 

 

Nurse 

You should know better (pointing at DD). Remember, when we talked about foot and limb care, 

exercise was an important part of the ways to control diabetes. Now, that your feet has been cut, it 

is still important, no…it is even more important to keep your diabetes in control. Otherwise you 

will face more health problems.  
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DISABLED DIABETIC: 

Io…it is too late for me…but my friends, you can do better. You do not need to end up like me. Isa, 

if only I had listened to all this good advice about diet, exercise and proper medical checks, I will 

also be able to stand up and walk like you. (Wipes tears) 

 

RUGBY PLAYER: 

Now now…you can still do the right thing. Even, when you in this persons situation, you can do 

things the right way. That way you are helping your family care for you.  

 

Nurse 

Yes, look around you. See how your families have to leave work and home and be with you. Do 

not be a burden on them. It gets very expensive and takes time if they have to do everything for 

you. When you take care of yourself you make the work easier for the care-givers in your family. 

Let’s see if you patient here can list the ways in which you can do this. (Turns to DD) 

 

  

DISABLED DIABETIC 

In the first place, it is very important you go to the doctor when you are supposed to: Have them 

check your feet. Secondly never miss any of your clinics. Take your medicine on time. Keep in 

touch with the clinic doctors and nurses.  

 

Nurse: 

One other thing you forgetting. One thing you should not do. Who is the one person you should not 

trust…remember false prophets. Those who take your money and give only false promises.  

 

    DISABLED DIABETIC: 

 

Are..ha…sobo sobo…sa lia lia…Tambi eh…the Ojha….conman. (Oh what a pity, yes that 

conman witch doctor and his lies) Yes, never believe them. (Points at audience) It is very simple, 

if they could cure you, none of us would be here. See between my lack of self control and relying 

on false prophets….see what happened to me….I am disabled and almost blind now.  

 

RUGBY PLAYER: 

And tell us how that happened, despite all the good advice from family, friends, and of course from 

the good nurses and doctors at the clinic.  

 

DISABLED DIABETIC: 

All this could have been avoided. Only, I was looking for an instant fix…you know like instant 

noodle…easy to make…looks good to eat…but unhealthy just makes your sick and then all these 

problems come. (DD addresses audience and shows packs of instant noodles) 

 

Nurse 

And we all know there is no cure for diabetes, only control. So say no to bad medicine from bad 

people.  
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    RUGBY PLAYER: 

  (To DISABLED DIABETIC) 

And what happened to you for listening to the ojha? (witchdoctor) 

 

 

Nurse 

Come on, your story can prevent what happened to you happening to others. Bataao…sabkoi 

maange soone. (Asks audience…Soone manta na…) (Do tell, everyone wants to know. You want 

to know, don’t you?) 

 

    DISABLED DIABETIC: 

 

Oilei, it is the same old story of not taking care of me. Because I did not live right my sugar got to 

high, I had a small cut on my foot, and I ignored it. (Gestures at amputated feet) They said to treat 

all wounds on your feet, but I did not do this. Instead, I continued to eat unhealthy, drink yagona, 

then wash down with beer and eat fatty bbq. 

 

Rugby Player 

Io, au sa kila. Hum janta, kaise tum baat nahi soonta. (I know and I listened. How come you don’t 

listen?)  

 

(Shakes admonishing finger at DD, who shakes his head in dismissal. RP stops at this gesture 

and begins in a stern ‘telling off” tone.) 

 

You think you too smart…just like when you in school and do not want to do homework and ended 

up dropping out of school. You know you were in better in school than me as well. See what 

happens when you ignore good advice.  

 

 

 

DISABLED DIABETIC: 

 

Okay, okay…I admit I have one attitude problem. (Raises admonishing finger at self) As you 

know, then the foot got infected because of the disease; because I was not eating right or 

exercising. They had to cut it off. No other way – no choice. (Starts to wipe eyes with towel, nurse 

comes to aid) 
 

Nurse 

Yes, we do not have a choice once your limbs or eyes or general health is beyond our care – 

because of your neglect.  Maybe we can learn from your experience…so what happened next.  

 

DISABLED DIABETIC: 

Of course, I can no longer work. I used to be great athlete and one of the best farmers in Tabia 

once. The family suffered. With less income and my kana nikua au raica mataka (eat now and see 
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tomorrow for what it brings) attitude towards diabetes I increased the burden on my family – 

financially and mentally.  

 

Nurse 

Good eh…..now do you realize what we are saying about control of diabetes. You cannot turn 

back time. Once gone…gone forever.  

(Pauses for Dramatic Effect and gestures the “finish” with sweep of hands) 

 

Khalaas. (Finish) Those of you here at the clinic…you still have the time and the opportunity to do 

better than our friend here. Sabke ke paas mauka hai badle ke. (Everyone has a chance to change.) 

 

DISABLED DIABETIC: 

Yes, my friends, but that was not the end of it. I did not listen to good advice.  

(Shakes head sadly and wheels to now position and gestures to eyes and acts out blindness 

through dialogue) 

Soon there were problems with my eyes and I did not go to the doctor to be checked. Now, I can no 

longer see properly.  It is because I never saw to begin with. It all could have been different, if I 

had made the right decisions! 

 

Rugby Player 

Now, can you understand their pain and frustration when you did not take care of yourself.  

 

(Addresses DD directly and is very disapproving, DD responds with a guilty nod/look) 

 

See…your wife ended up doing two jobs. Your children also missed out on school as they had to 

take care of you. Then they also had to drop out as I needed more money and care. They could all 

have done better.  

 

DISABLED DIABETIC: 

What to do? Oh Konchi kari aab. Bahut kharab laage…(Oh what can I do now. I feel so bad) I 

failed all of them.  

 

 

Rugby Player 

 

All is not lost. You still have a life to live. (Pats DD on the shoulder) 

 

Even now you can make things easier for yourself, your family and for the whole country.  

 

(Addresses audience) 

 

You know we spent millions of dollars on caring for non-communicable diseases – life style 

diseases like diabetes – which we can spend on better education, facilities and welfare.  

 

DISABLED DIABETIC 
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Sa, I never think of that. But that true… eh. (Thoughtful – puts hand on cheek and pauses)  

 

If we are healthier than the family and the country can spend all that money saved on a better life 

for all.  

(Shakes head in affirmation of the message and smiles at the thought of doing better) 

 

Still not too late, I am going to look after myself better so I can help my family. I will be a better 

parent and better citizen. There is no looking back for me.  

 

Rugby Player 

 

Yes, my friend, it is good that you have seen the light. We all can contribute to a healthier and 

wealthier family and nation, by following the simple rules of living life and living healthy to 

prevent diabetes in the first instance. For those with the disease it is never too late to make 

informed choices to control it and live a normal life.  

     

NURSE: 

With this disease, with diabetes, you make the choice: You eat right; you exercise, you go to the 

doctor.  You decide what you will do and who you will be. It is all up to you! Only then you have 

control over the disease.  

 

 

Rugby Player 

See, raice maca, (See) see what happened to my friend from school who was better than I was at 

everything. What a waste of a life.  

 

(Moves to side of DD and places hand on shoulders and gently shakes DD) 

 

See what happens when you do not take care of yourself. I learnt early on that the first person to 

take care of a diabetic is the diabetic themselves. Only then, can others help you.  

 

(Steps up to Nurse and stands beside her and gestures at her as he talks) 

Remember, what your nurses, doctors and the troupe here have been saying to you.  

 

Nurse, please take us through the proper means of controlling diabetes. 

 

Nurse 

Rolls out banner and points out the following: 

 

1. Proper diet – healthy fruits, vegetables, fish and lean meat – in small portions and not fried 

or cooked in salty or sweet sauces. 

2. Exercise – regular sustained exercise to maintain a healthy weight and good physical 

conditioning. 

3. Well being – healthy living with a relaxed and stress free family life – making the right 

choices and saying no to abuse of drugs, alcohol, kava and saying no outright to all forms 
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of tobacco.  

4. Living in a healthy environment and practicing sustainable practices – for example not 

burning down forests, over-fishing, or polluting of our ecosystems.   

5. Proper and regular medical check-ups and once identified as at risk or diagnosed with 

diabetes to engage in ways to control diabetes to live a regular life without being a burden 

on others.  

 

 

DISABLED DIABETIC: 

Come join me my friends. Let us change for the better. Make a new beginning.  

 

(Wheels chair to the front). 

 

I do not want to be more of a burden than I already am. From now on, I will do the right thing and 

help myself to help others. I will start by taking myself to the bus and coming to clinics by myself.  

 

(Waves to patients and then joins hands with Nurse and Rugby player) 

 

Thank you my friends – and thank you to the nurse and my old school mate – the rugby player for 

showing me the error of my ways. 

 

 

Nurse/Narrator (Outro) 
 

Please join me in thanking the actors for the performance – Savenaca as Rugby Player, Asha as the 

Nurse/Narrator and Miriama as the Disabled Diabetic. Please join your hands in thanking our 

Performance Coordinator here in Labasa Kaushal Sharma from the USP Campus.  

 

We would like to thank the senior members of the project, including our Director and Playwright – 

Dr Mohit Prasad of USP, Professor Philip Szmerada of Georgia State University and Tom DeTitta 

from the United States.  

 

 

We would like to thank all the clinic patients and staff for taking time out to listen to us and look 

forward to presenting our next production to you soon.  

 

On behalf of the Cheenikum Sukalailai Labasa Diabetes Theater troupe, a big Vinaka Vaka Levu, 

Dhanyabaad, Shukria and Thank You for your patience and attention for our play.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


